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their journey and on the oasis and its
people is a nice piece of writing, composed of bits of history, sly reflections
on the chasm between East and
West, sharp descriptions of some of
the appalling folkways of the place,
and wit. T h e book is well rounded
out by M r . Papadimou's splendid
photographs.
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NIETZSCHE: PHILOSOPHER, PSYCHOLOGIST, A N T I C H R I S T , by Walter A .

Kaufmann (Princeton). M r . Kaufmann has produced what may be the
definitive study of Nietzsche's life and
thought—an informed, scholarly,
and lustrous work. He rescues Nietzsche from the lies and distortions of
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thinking. M r . Kaufmann has freshly translated all his quotations, and in
an appendix prints some of NietzIf you ever dreamed of an enchanted
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sche's unimpressive poetry with
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life. "A romantic novel that is consistently witty and
C H E S S SECRETS, by Edward Lasker
gay."-The London Observer
VIKING $3.00
( M c K a y ) . A kind of autobiography,
A Book'of-the-Month Club Selection
in which the author casts his mind
back over fifty years of playing master
chess with most of the champions of
Europe and North and South America. In describing his memorable
By the author of Black Narcissus and A Candle for St. Jude
matches with such men as Emanuel
Lasker, Jose Capablanca, Alexander
Alekhine, and Richard Reti, he not
only recalls each game, play by play, 1 The COPACABANA presents I
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written, understanding, and extremely well-balanced study of the life and
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